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Rufus Rhys smiled faintly: “Dustin Kate was poisoned. If he wants to save his life, he must 

obey orders.” 

“What if he has a way to detoxify?” Princess Elara asked tentatively. 

”It doesn’t hurt to be detoxified.” 

Rufus Rhys shook his head and said with a smile: “Dustin Kate is a smart man. He knows 

very well that cooperating with Ji Yuanzun is to seek skin from a tiger. In the past, he had 

some wealth and he could rely on it. But now, he has nothing. He has nothing to worry 

about. He is not qualified to be on an equal footing with Ji Yuanzun. Once he loses his due 

value, he will only die. 

But we are different. We are both descendants of the Rhys Family and blood relatives. Even 

if we rebel openly, we can still give him a way to live. 

If this time It’s not a problem to atone for his sins, perform well, and give him a lifetime of 

wealth. 

In this case, what do you think Dustin Kate will choose?” 

”My lord, this is the truth, but people’s hearts are unpredictable. What if Dustin Kate 

doesn’t? If you know what is good and what is wrong, what should you do if you make one 

mistake?” Princess Elara asked. 

”If this is the case, Dustin Kate is simply seeking death.” Rufus Rhys said calmly. 

”I don’t care whether Dustin Kate dies or not, but Thorian and the others…” Princess Elara 

hesitated. 

”Don’t think too much. They are no longer children. They have long been able to take 

charge of their own affairs. This annihilation of the Dragon Protection Pavilion is a test for 

them. If it can be completed successfully, I can safely hand over West Lucozia to them.” 

Rufus Rhys smiled. 

His two sons are not ordinary people. 

Although he is young, his ability is even worse than what he was back then. 

As long as you practice a little bit, you will become something great. 

”Don’t look so grim. I’ve already let Albert pass. If there is any accident, Albert will keep 

them safe.” Rufus Rhys comforted. 

”It turns out that the prince has been prepared for a long time.” Princess Elara breathed a 

sigh of relief. 



”They are all my sons, how could I not care? I just hope that they can take charge early, so 

Albert will not help them until the moment of life and death. Whether they succeed or fail 

depends entirely on themselves.” Rufus Rhys said.” 
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Your Majesty is strategizing, but I worry too much.” Princess Elara nodded. 

She didn’t care whether she could destroy the Dragon Guard Pavilion or not. She just 

wanted her son to be safe. 

That’s all. 

… 

Heixia Mountains, inside a farmer’s residence. 

Dustin sat cross-legged, closed his eyes and rested, quietly waiting for the results of the 

investigation. 

After an unknown amount of time, the door suddenly opened. 

Thorian Rhys and the Grade-A spy walked in dusty. 

”Brother, there is news!” 

As soon as Thorian Rhys entered the door, he sat down on the kang. At the same time, he 

took out a map, opened it, and began to draw carefully: “Our spies launched a carpet search 

along this area, and finally An anomaly was discovered in a dangerous place, and it is here!” 

Thorian Rhys pointed to the center of the map and continued: “This is a huge valley, with 

one front and one back, and two entrances and exits. The entrance in front is where we are. 

In West Lucozia, the rear exit is on the enemy’s border. This valley spans two countries. 

Of course, this is not the point. The most important thing is that our spies found that at the 

entrance of the valley, a wall and another A high and thick city wall. 

On top of the city wall, various defensive firepower are deployed. Judging from the scale, it 

is at least the level of a war fortress. If you guessed it correctly, 

this should be the secret base of the Dragon Protection Pavilion. 

However, due to the location of the Dragon Protection Pavilion , There were too many 

hidden sentries, and our spies did not dare to approach them rashly. After confirming the 

location, they immediately returned to report.” 
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After listening, Dustin nodded: “Well done, we finally found their base.” 

”Brother, the base has been found, but this location is easy to defend and difficult to attack. 

It will be very difficult for us to capture all the Dragon Protection Pavilions.” 

Thorian Rhys said with a serious face: “The most important thing is that we are not sure 

about the city wall . What’s going on behind the scenes? How many soldiers and horses are 

there in the Dragon Guard Pavilion? If we attack rashly, we might suffer heavy losses!” 
 


